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SONEMA ANNOUNCES ITS PARTICIPATION AT

IDC CIO SUMMIT CASABLANCA 2015

Monaco, April 21st 2015 – Sonema SAM, a worldwide VSAT integrator and telecommunications service 
provider, today announced it is exhibiting and participation at IDC CIO Summit 2015 in Casablanca, on April 
29th and 30th 2015.

The CIO Summit is a unique opportunity for CIOs and ICT professionals to gather to gain insight from industry 
experts as well as real–world experience from CIOs on critical business and technology issues. The event 
represents the largest social network of CIOs, IT thought leaders, and vendors in North Africa, and promises 
to explore the pivotal role of the CIO in the new business world of technology transformation.

Sonema will present its telecommunications solutions for the banking industry, and services for mining, 
Oil & Gas and other industries. It will also showcase its newest solutions for high resiliency terrestrial 
communications, videoconferencing, and much more. 

“With another new era of computing already on the horizon, the focus of CIOs across the region is beginning to 
shift to the new wave of disruptive technologies that are heading their way. The third Platform technologies of 
cloud, big data, mobility, and social are already firmly entrenched in the minds of CIOs, and we now expect to 
see an explosion of innovation and value creation built on these foundations. We are delighted to have Sonema 
partner with us at the IDC Francophone CIO Summit 2015 to share the latest trends on Telecommunication 
technology,” said Ouafa Kathir, Country Manager IDC North and French Africa.

“We look forward to exhibiting at IDC CIO Summit 2015, and having the opportunity of meeting attendees 
and discussing their telecommunications needs wherever they are on the globe,” said Stefano Poggi, head of 
sales at Sonema.

ABOUT SONEMA

Sonema is a VSAT integrator and telecommunications service provider since 1997. We own and operate 
two teleports in France and provide global satellite coverage. We manage close to 600 VSAT installations 
in 45 countries across multiple sectors: banking, oil & gas, mining and maritime, providing fully managed 
communications across satellite, wireless and terrestrial technologies. Our strong network designs, a 24/7 
Network Operations Center and extensive network of local partners across the world provides the highest 
performance and quality customers can expect.

For further press enquiries, please contact us (communication@sonema.com or +377 93 15 93 15)


